V Category Lighting
PROGRAM FEATURES
� Can maintain a Library of luminaire photometric i-table data (data being obtained directly

from individual manufacturers)
� Creates correctly formatted input file for the 'SAASTAN.EXE' program following on screen

input of data relating to the lighting installation
� Appends to the input file the photometric I-table data for the luminaire selected from the

Library or input directly from an i-table file
� Automatically executes the SAASTAN program
� Calculates the corresponding Upward Waste Light Ratio for the upcast of the luminaire
� Produces a summary listing with the Code compliance given or where the compliance is not

attained
� Uses Light Technical Parameters from AS/NZS 1158.1.1-2005
� Encorporates different calculation methods & observer positions for Australia & New
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Zealand
All results can be output to your printer or saved in a text file
Simple process to re-run when only a minor change to installation data is required
Incorporates curve spacing adjustments
Performs calculations for a range of spacings and produces a table of compliance
Context sensitive Help at virtually all points throughout the program
Road surface reflectance table library contains CIE standard surfaces R0 to R4, N1 to N4,
W1 to W4 and New Zealand R2 and N4
Comprehensive user manual - much of which can now be accessed in the program from the
many pop-up Help screens
Program is included at no extra charge with the main Perfect Lite software package
Full back-up and support in Australia
Your company name can be input into the program for display on all output
Able to view/print the I-table as on file or with azimuth/elevation angles shown
Able to view/print the R-table as on file

COMPUTER SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
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IBM compatible PC running Windows XP Vista or Windows 7
Supported on 32bit and 64bit PC operating systems
Printer for hard copy output
Requires SAASTAN.EXE program supplied with AS1158.2-2005
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